It’s us who are on the German Wings Airbus A320 whose door is firmly locked.
How do you think about recent Americans who has been arguing about on economic
collapse in 2015,building FEMA CAMPs,or beginning world war Ⅲ with Russia in 2015 ??
in the hysteric YouTube.
The 5 Catalysts That Will Trigger an Economic Collapse 2014/09/26 2015/4/13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGDSWSuLpiQ
Elite Plan To Survive Nuclear Attacks & FEMA Building Massive Prison Complex
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkOhywFgaho
Someone told that in the espionage world, declaring to begin is not to do nothing ,
while <declaring not to begin>,or silence is to do something .
Also author has been anticipating something would happen if Arctic Ice Cover would have
fully melted in summer 2015.
http://ameg.me/
Certainly our world has been heading toward something awful catastrophe in economy,
military,and climate.
Those has been entirely due to nothing effective solutions against those imminent
contradictions.So we should write possible scenarios toward evading the catastrophes
by emergent global co-operative actions.
Note major American are German American,but not Angloｓaxon.Maybe so called the ultra
rightists(CIA-military industry complex＝the war merchants＝NAZIS reincarnated
power after the war)in USA are almost them.In my young age experience in Hewlett
Packard in Japan,German after the war seemed to have been secretly and globally united
against international Jew power.It is nothing,but the revenge of world warⅡdefeating.
So called operation paper clip after the war in USA is nothing,but reincarnated NAZIS in
USA.To tell form beginning,it is Wall Street who supported NAZIS establishment in
Germany.Hitler was substantially a dog bred by the Wall Street Capitalists.
Their boss is none,but Rockefeller the wealthiest in the world.He was originally the big oil
merchant, who had caused desperate now world with outstanding military brutal ruling
and with imminent global climate crisis.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

Especially he failed in the latter decisive and fatal problem.Thereby,he has recently been
camouflaging it by perpetual false flag war and terrorism at now in the world. Their final
EndGame may be world war Ⅲ with Putin’s Russia....Note also Putin is oil merchant.
It is so called double suicide.
Now president Putin is hero against evil west ally(USA-UK-France). He is also good papa in
social welfare Russia by rich oil income<Note the religious Muslim Mu’ammar Qadhdhãfi,
and the former Venezuela President Hugo Chavez were also the same good oil papa>.
Could you imagine Putin’s destiny ??. Now China and Russia are ally against evil WEST.
However the both never tell on climate crisis the EndGame.In these meanings,there is none
who substantially could be against Rockefeller the global empire who has been trying
double suicide..Now It is all of us who on the German Wings Airbus A320 whose door is
firmly locked.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/andreas-lubitz-accelerated-germanwings-jet-on-descent-pros
ecutor-says-1.3020530
“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it failed, became
a moral one later on” ......J.W.Goethe.
The Bible,Ephesians.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
PS: I was originally not God believer,but had turned to be theist by a finding＝physical
vacuum world is almighty one.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
PS2: So far I have been seeing all of you,you have been in strong delusion by wrong
eschatology.

PS3:
Singular Role of German American and German-Japanese defeated nation in WWⅡ.
It would be their turning that could save world heading toward hell at now.
As you know well,in trouble shooting,finding the 1st cause is 1st task.Therefore,we must
ask who has been accelerating catastrophe of this world ?.it is the oil & war merchant
Rockefeller the substantial America and world emperor.Then who supported him ??.
Those are German American and Germany-Japan.
⑴Hidden and deep(?) relation between Germany and Japan after the WWⅡ.
Note both are the war defeated nation people,so it is not so curious that such they has
common sympathy as war defeated nation people.Their unite seems due to common enemy
the international Jew Power.They seems to be thinking of their defeat was entirely due to
conspiracy by Jew.They hate anything with Jew(historical liberator of mankind from
suppressions by persons in high place<<Christianism,Communism,science-culture,.... >>).
Yes they are rightists group worshiping persons in high place(Rockefeller,UK-Japan
imperial,...).If you researched political and ideological movements in Osaka in Japan,you
would notice those singular facts. Maybe Texas is home of rightist movement in USA(Bush
Family the kin with UK imperial).Note now UK imperial Windsor’s origin is Hannover Family
in Germany.Also note Rockefeller is German American.So called Meiji retro recovering
revolution(1956 in Japan) was mainly conspired by UK(Thomas Graver the weapon
merchant from Scotland) and established feudalism constitution regime employed that of
Preussen In Germany.
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf
Fundamental eugenics ideology of the secret society of Skull&Bones is due to that of
Hoegel also in Preussen<nation p-people and genius are tools of monarchy,
perpetual war strategy toward hegemony winning by setting enemy>.
In this 21 century,it is marvelous such retro ideology still has been alive,now which has
been destroying planet stability.It’is entirely due to their stubborn instinct of conservatism
⑵deadly failure by synarchy(fascism without compromise)
vs scarcely stability by anarchy?(appeasement with compromise) .
Someone once told that strong leader with synarchy is welcome in German and Japan
(Hitler and Hirohito),while Latin nations people hate it.Many tell German is dreamer,which
means person in own imaginary world,but not in objective one.In the matter of course,the
former would entirely persue own dream(or avoiding delusional fear) without compromise,
but with neglecting whole realities and face failure at last due to loss of whole realities,

☞:Rockefeller’s abnormal outstanding total asset was told almost half GDP of USA in 1983
<The Rockefeller file in preface by translator in Japanese version>

while the latter admit whole realities and manage stability by compromise.
Similarly Japanese is entirely to persue a way which once had given them success,however
as time goes on,the way is to face contradiction.But they can not turn and encounter deadly
failure at last.Both are schizopherenia,but economy successor who has been ruling the
world by money,technology and military.This is the 1st cause of troubles in the world at
now.Thus decisive failure causes of the world is that those who must not sit operating seat
has been operating plane and encounter crash at last.
☞:The worst climate criminal Rockefeller the global empire.
Rockefeller’s EXXON-MOBIL have been interfering IPCC’s normal activity.Now this fatal
deeds had caused this world heading toward fireball earth by Arctic Methane Catastrophe.
Unless emergent correcting their deed,this world would be hell before long.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

☞:The worst eugenist Rockefeller and his depopulation plan.
ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html
Three Articles For Mass-Distribution Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plansexposed/
Once prince Philipp(UK) told, In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return
as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
☞:Rockefeller funded CIA by much money.
http://benjaminfulford.typepad.com/benjaminfulford/2012/05/%E8%AA%AD%E8%80%85%
E3%82%88%E3%82%8A.html
CIA acted as private troop to counter against Japan electric power policy(2002/11).
Certainly in 2011/3/11,US earthquake weapon had devastated Fukushima NP.
http://www.huppi.com/kangaroo/CIAtimeline.html
☞:Revolution is more terrible than defeating war<Konoe PM the emperor family>.
Hirohito’s fear on domestic revolution against him by drawing military in China(Hal note) had
caused desperate war against USA,of which last stage was Abombs in Hiroshima-Nagasaki.
However foreign persons in high place frequently visit to pay a courtesy to the war criminal
emperor family in Japan after the war.It is nothing,but upside down.

http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm

PS4:wrong interpretation on the eschatology.
See Liberation Theology the historical validities<appendix_1>.After all,what the Bible wish
on us may be our repentance<correction in injustice,lie,hatred>toward co-live.In the other
hand,the Bible had known well the difficulty and warned us by the Apocalypse<Johns
revelation>.
Note it is too difficult to consider that God want our extinction.However mankind at now had
become destroyer the terribly greedy and brutal against the nature<all the lives>.
We are extremely incomplete to cause fatal failure of destructing the rare and precious
planet in this universe.Therefore our repentance is nothing,but mending this deadly planet.
This is conclusion by a repairman author.
*Note Moses may be a first mankind who could accomplish geo-engineering to cut deep

ocean to make escaping way for slave Jews from Egypt

appendix_1Liberation Theology the Historical Validities

2015/4/23

“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it failed, became
a moral one later on” ......J.W.Goethe.
Now let’s show you some historical validities.Note author is not expert on the Christian
Theology,but an amateur.This is the letter written by St Paul or by someone worshiping
him..St Paul was killed by brutal tyranny Nero the Roman empire,Thereby it is not irrational
to consider that political situation at that time had made them write this letter.
The Bible,Ephesians.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
⑴Exodus: The Story of Moses and the Ten Commandments
http://www.waupun.k12.wi.us/Policy/other/dickhut/religions/07%20Exodus.html
Jew were slavery in the Egyptian kingdom and Moses with God liberated them.
This is the origin of the religion Judaism with the Ten Commandments
.
⑵The Origin of Christianity

Geza Vermes on the transition from Jewish Christians to Gentiles
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/new-testament/the-origin-of-christianity/

Thus the religion had become universal international.
⑶At what point did Judaism and Christianity diverge?
http://christianity.stackexchange.com/questions/15267/at-what-point-did-judaism-and-christianity-diverge

⑷Maxims and Reflections Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
http://wolfenmann.com/goethe-maxims-and-reflections-full-text.html
819. The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which,

when it failed, became a moral one later on.
Author searched more his explanation about on the world,but in vain.Once he read his most
famous drama Faust, almost of which phrases were found to be important teaches on way of
human life.This masterpiece was written by decadal years long.

⑸Gustavo

Gutiérrez | Liberation Theologies

http://liberationtheology.org/people-organizations/gustavo-gutierrez/

This is the theology of liberation from political suppression at now era.
The universal theme is liberation from exploiting suppression.
⑹What Are Jesuits ? What About Liberation Theology ? A Papal Explainer
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2013/03/14/jesuits_and_liberation_theology_explain
er_pope_francis_is_the_first_jesuit.html
⑺Mohism
Those who follow heavenly will do politics righteous,while those are not do politics forces.
Mohism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohism

Mohists believed in heaven as a divine force (天 Tian), the celestial bureaucracy and spirits
which knew about the immoral acts of man and punished them, encouraging moral
righteousness
⑻Buddhist preacher Nichiren’s teach due to Lotus Sutra.
＊From beginning to end,everything has been connected by equality<the Lotus Sutra>,
＊1:8 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and
which was, and which is to come, the Almighty.<the Bible,Revelation>
Those who pray own stability must pray whole stability at first........Nichiren
Nichiren teach is singular in Buddhism to positively concern with politics,while another
sects are apart from politics and severy persecuted Nichiren at that time.
<In now era ,such pose had turned in many Buddhism sects> .

After all,the weakest point of mankind may be POLITICS,thereby the Religion is so wisely
penetrate human personality and send holy missionary to preach righteous way of politics
(the Religion).If Christian teach is that of political revolution,then a political death as
revolutionist is supreme way toward God in Christian life<Christ on the cross>. .
This may be entirely the same in death in holy war in Islamism. A death is inevitable for
anyone,so the Religion teach us a supreme dying way.
Let us pray for those spirituals who had devoted and died in political revolutions !.

